TURNABLE CORNER
Product Information

The latest product developed by Vitrocsa. Sliding glass panels designed to slide around corners. Developed to
optimise space by completely removing panels from view.
Each panel can slide independently of each other and when they are moved out of the way can be completely
hidden along a wall down the side of a building or stacked inside a pocket. The openings can be from the side,
corner or middle.
This allows architects to design a massive opening with more options for storing away the actual panels to open
up the outside to the interior.
Panels can freely slide independently around any number of corners. Allowing you to move the panels away
completely from the opening to reveal your maximum view. Another feature is that this product uses the Invisible
track system so only a 10mm slot is visible on your flooring.

CHARACTERISTICS

FUNCTION

Tracks + Frames
- Recessed and hidden within the floor, wall and ceiling
- Allows for flooring material to be fitted over the tracks
- Tracks are hidden using our Invisible Track system

Rollers
- Stainless steel roller bearings fitted within the tracks

Glazing
- Single, Double, Triple
- Panel size up to 6m2 or max. weight of 300kg
- Sourced in Australia

Maintenance
- Aluminium and stainless steel parts require minimal maintenance
and can be done with ease with our removable tracks.
- Extreme reliability and durability keeps maintenance to a minimum.

Drainage
- Tracks designed to act as drains
- No strip drains required as built-in sub sills allow for water to be
collected and drained.

OPTIONS

Finishing
- Air craft grade aluminium in natural anodised in 25 microns
- Coloured anodising in Australia in numerous colours in 25 microns
- Powder coating in Australia in numerous colours
- Suitable for extreme environments with 15 year warranty

Trickle Air Vent
- Allows for a continuous flow of fresh air without a security risk

Operation
- Smooth, easy operation

Locks
- Various options available for locking mechanisms including electric
locking.

Flyscreens
- Our profiles can be fit with flyscreens so they will work the same as
glass sliding panels.
Screens
- Any material can be fit to our profiles including timber, stone and
steel panels
Partitions
- A simplified sliding system is available for internal use
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TURNABLE CORNER
Configurations

Closing Sequence
1

2

Endless track configurations

3

4
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